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Siobhan Healy is an artist inspired by rare
species of flora, fauna and corals. She makes
sculptures of endangered species in hot
worked glass and crystal.

Alasdair Gray is Scotland’s best known
polymath; working across painting,
printmaking, mural design, play writing and
prose. An artist and author, Alastair’s prolific
output communicates his personal perspective,
a unique outlook on human interactions and
internal conflict.

Illustration serves a purpose greater than
merely giving the viewer a pretty picture
to look at. Artwork breaks up lettering on a
page, make a setting less daunting and can
encourage a smile.

“..here,
where the

The collaborative between Alasdair and Siobhan
relates to the theme Biodiversity. It combines
text submitted by Alasdair and imagery by
Siobhan that is inspired by a type of rare
butterfly that can be found on the Claypits, in
Possil- the Comma Butterfly

new Glasgow
Dave our illustrator and cartoonist ran
children’s workshops that created the freeze
in the Children’s Specialist Service area.
The design was created by encouraging
imagination and developing enthusiasm
around art, balancing fun with a true
engagement with the creative process.

Tom Allan
“For me sculpture in stone is a passion. I see it as an
expressive art form, shaping stone to convey emotion,
as a painter uses colour and form. Through the stone
I try to convey ideas and feelings, and to produce an
emotional reaction in the viewer.’’– Tom Allan

Tom ran workshops with young people from
the area giving them an opportunity to try
something new, enhance imaginative capacity
and creativity; empower self esteem and build
confidence. A theme emerged - ‘superheros’
with special powers - resulting in amazing
sculptures designed and carved by our young
artists

started – an
The title of the project
“… here, where the new Glasgow started –
an old grey city going blond” was taken
from the poem, Great Western Road by
Glasgow poet, Donny O’Rourke

old grey city
going blond”
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Bespoke Atelier
Marion Parola created a series of design
interventions for external and internal
application around the Centre. Through
community workshops with people from variety
of cultural backgrounds and staff from the
Centre, three distinct themes emerged and a
series of patterns were created.
Each entrance needed its own identity, its story.
The interesting geometric ‘key pattern’ inspired
by the former manufacturing industries of the
area was embedded into the concrete facades
housed the theme patterns.

Artwork and Linking to the
Environment

The main entrance has local architecture - Cedar
Court Flat, the Mackintosh Church, the old
Astoria cinema and other art deco features from
the area. The Daycare entrance is adorned with
patterns inspired by the products of the canal
industries -breweries to mills to woodworks. The
Addiction and Recovery Communities entrance
features plants and flowers patterns’ inspired by
a walk on the canal tow path.

Our aim as the Art, Design and
Environmental Group was to integrate within
the Woodside Health and Care Centre and
the Campus some beautifully designed art
works which would lift the spirits and sense
of well-being for patients, staff and visitors
alike. To this end we commissioned a range
of works which would bring originality and
inspiration to the walls and grounds of the
building.

Stephen Hurrel
Stephen works with video, sound, sculpture,
text, photography and objects. His work is often
relational and takes into account the wider
ecology of people and place.
The ‘wayfinding’ commission was twofold
- generate a narrative of nature and the
environment in the Centre and creatively link
this narrative with the green corridors near the
Centre.

Garscube Link
A design of pathways, seating, landscaping,
stainless steel slides to connect to the canal
towpath from Garscube Road. Artwork
designed by Stephen Hurrel and text from
the Alasdair Gary is integrated into a number
of the top surfaces and locations connecting
the Health & Care Centre’s artworks in the
Garscube Link which is designed by LUC.

The artists have brought to the place a
sense of the rich and colourful heritage of
Woodside, a link to the beauty of nature the
wonderful greenspace nearby, a sense of the
diverse community within design that can
enrich our experience of the everyday world.
In addition to the public facing art works
there are framed pictures located in staff
meeting rooms and workspaces.
The commissioned artists were Marion Parola
(Bespoke Atelier), Stephen Hurrel, Siobhan
Healy, Tom Allan, Dave Sutton and Alistair
Gray who were guided by Lindsay Blair (Art
Curator)
This leaflet was deigned by Medical
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